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一、選擇題 100%  (每題 1.7分)             

____ 1. It is acceptable to exhibit ancient human remains such as Egyptian mummies because they come from 

cultures long _____.  

A. lived   B. dead      C. dying   D. living  

____ 2. There is nobody today making claims for the ______ and possible return of Egyptian mummies.  

A. loyalty  B. relation   C. ownership   D. nonsense 

____ 3. In many countries, it is ______ for a young man aged 18 to enlist in the army.     

A. evil    B. mandatory  C. comprehensive  D. dangerous   

____ 4. The loaned ______ robe worn by King George IV when he was born was returned from Australia.  

A. shabby     B. christened     C. dirty     D. trouble  

____ 5. The reason for the isolation was to monitor if there was a _______ of pest activity.   A. screen   B. slut  

 C. spot  D. sign  

____ 6. Pest activity means movements caused by insects, mould, fungi, and _____.    

A. volcano      B. mildew    C. landslide   D. earthquake   

____ 7. Job description for the placement at Historic Royal Palaces includes an archaeology _______ project, 

which is to sort out different historic items.       

A. cataloguing     B. dumping     C. barging D. smuggling    

____8. Wildlife _________ helps save the endangered species.  

A.  conservation  B. quench     C.  question   D. curry   

____9. The prized science project is the _______ effort of the students, not of individual.  A. official     B. 

unusual    C. collective    D. single     

____10. Universities in England provide a context for the University to develop and improve its services so that 

students feel a commitment ______.  

A.  for  B.  in  C.  to  D.  with 

____11. Much as students might not fancy it, many universities require students to undertake a _______ as part 

of their studies.  

A.  government  B. placement  C. leadership  D.  morgage   

____12. Like many other countries, workers in Taiwan have sick leave __________.  

  A.  involement  B.  engagement  C. acquirement  D.  entitlement  

____13. Universities in England establish general partnership principles for the University and its students to 

identify______.   

A.  at  B.  to  C.  in  D.  with  

____14. Universities in England provide beneficial surroundings for the students to be  

      proud _______.    A. at     B. of    C. with   D. for      

____15. Universities outline the rights of the students, _______ highlighting their responsibilities.    

A. unless     B. if        C. whilst     D.  but    

____16. The Guild of Students has endeavoured to meet and represent the needs of all its members. It has acted 

as a ________ to academic studies.  

A. complement   B. compensation  C. complaint  D. complication    

____17. His business is getting better and better. In fact, it is __________.  

A. trivial    B. flourishing     C. troublesome      D. indecent  

____ 18. A spot check is performed in a _____ to locate a small amount of randomly picked objects from the 

whole collection.  

A. hill      B. museum      C. wall      D. lake   

 

____19. When the loaned museum items were moved back to temporary ______, they had to be wrapped for 

isolation and further treatment.  

A. shortage       B. blockage     C. storage     D. sewage    
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____ 20. The ICOM Code of Ethics for Museums has been _____ by the International Council of Museums.   

  A. applied   B. attended  C. appreciated  D. prepared 

____ 21. The exhibition was to introduce ancient Egyptian life by presenting six mummies _____ between 900 

BC to AD 180.  

A. borrowed  B. lived  C. treated     D. towed  

____ 22. My company has an _____ at the end of each financial year.  

A. audit       B. edition      C. audition      D. interview  

____ 23. The _______ of a book is the type of cover it has. Any book needs one.  

A. binding        B. weeping      C. founding      D. snapshot  

____ 24. The Historic Royal Palaces (HRP) is a charity organization that displays wide range of collections 

_____ to the history of the Great Britain.  

A. relation        B. is related      C. related      D. relating   

____ 25. The exhibition was divided into _______, besides the introduction and the ending, each focusing on one 

mummy.  

 A. markets  B. cubical  C. sections  D. struggle  

____ 26. Along with coffins and other funerary objects, the ______ decided to turn the exhibition into an 

individual-based display.  

  A. curator  B. pilot  C. dentist  D. optician    

____ 27. Museum should take into ______ the feelings and consent of ethnic or religious groups from whom the 

objects originated.  

A. action  B. surprise  C. account  D. practice 

____ 28. An Egyptian queen could be a Hittites princess or maybe a lover of Roman Emperor by ______ down 

the descendant of ancient Egyptian.   

A. knocking  B. cutting  C. slowing  D. tracking 

____ 29. Ethical issues that museums and galleries should consider when displaying the body _______ debated 

for years.  

A. are  B. were  C. have been    D. had been  

____ 30. Instead of placing mummies in the ____ of a historical timeline as part of the displayed ‘object’, the 

curator decided to make the exhibition educational.  

 A. content   B. face    C. space   D. context 

____ 31. The issue of abortion is still highly _________.   

  A. exceptional  B. controversial  C. political  D. harmful    

____ 32. They’ve managed to ______ most of the data.   

   A. wonder   B. retrieve   C. cost    D. mode  

____ 33. Museums are given a wider flexibility and power to _____ decisions on whether exhibiting human 

remains.  

  A. defeat   B. defend     C. decide   D. make  

____ 34. An ancient Egyptian took their afterlife seriously, and would not be willing  

        to be _______ from his or her tomb to a glass case in a museum.  

  A. killed   B. transferred  C. heightened  D. frightened   

____ 35. It is fine if human remains, Egyptian mummies in this case, are studied and displayed for the ______ of 

public education.  

  A. disaster  B. purpose  C. crisis    D. face  

____ 36. It is essential that museums ______ visitors’ behaviors.   

 A. restrain  B. frighten   C. collect   D. make  

 

____ 37. The museum should keep visitors ____ taking photos and talking during the entire exhibition.  

 A. to  B. from  C. for     D. with  

____ 38. The old _______ of midwife still prevails in some countries.  

A. hobby      B. practice    C. foundation  D. traffic  

____ 39. He made wild _______ about being able to cure COVID-19.   

A. ghost  B. claims  C. influence  D. donation 
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____ 40. A/An _____ is a global outbreak of a disease. 

A. estimate   B. epicenter   C. epidemic    D. pandemic 

____ 41. Displays of ancient human remains are a unique attraction in exhibition.   

A. a       B. an       C. x    

____ 42. Many hospitals were overwhelmed by an increase in the ____ patients.  

A. infect     B. infectsc.     C. infected    D. infecting 

____ 43. App users _____ problems and made suggestions to the app developer.  

A. detected    B. disapproved   C. emerged   D. involved 

____44. The company regularly ____ the quality of its products.  

A. accesses   B. assesses   C. invests     D. estimates 

____45. Laughter is ____. When one person starts to laugh, the other people are likely to laugh too. A. 

confrontive  B. cognitive  C. contagious  D. convincing 

____46. Coughing, constant mucus, and breathing problems are common ____ symptoms.  A. reference  B. 

referable    C. reservable   D. respiratory 

____47. A number of preschool children are _____ as overweight. 

A. delivered  B. excluded  C. identified   D. originated 

____48. Mosquito bites cause itching skin and may even cause ____.  

A. elements   B. exclusions  C identifications   D. illnesses 

____49. Badminton is believed to have ____ in India.   

A. authorized    B. eliminated   C. organized   D. originated 

____50. The agenda has been _____ among the committee members. 

A. centered   B. circulated   C. directed    D. featured 

____51. When the cases of the novel coronavirus increased, many hospitals did not have enough medical ____ 

for patients. 

A. slacks     B. suppers   C. supplies  D. surgeries 

____52. Rabies is an example of a____ disease carried by animals.   

A. illuminate   B. eliminate    C. hypocritic   D. zoonotic 

____53. _____ is an infection that attacks your respiratory system including your nose, throat, and lungs.  

A. Influence   B. Influencer  C. Influenza   D. Inflation 

____54. Many car accidents ______ in intersections every year.  

A. occur  B. occurs   C. occurred    D. occurrence 

____55. Patients who don€’t show _____ may still transmit the virus to others. 

A. conventions  B. consumptions   C. systems  D. symptoms 

____56. Some countries including the Untied States ____ an emergency for COVID-19.   A. credited   B. 

declared  C. engaged  D. isolated 

____ 57. People now carry out research, communicate, and make purchases online on a ____ scale.  A. fest   

B. nest   C. vast   D. vest 

____58. It is _____ that over 15 % of adults are afraid of flying.  

A. decaffeinated    B. contributed     C. dissimilated    D. estimated 

____59. Sometimes you can’t tell by looking, smelling, or tasting food whether it is ____. But you may still get 

sick. 

A. contained   B. confronted  C. contaminated   D. contributed 

____60. Mosquitoes can ____ dengue virus to humans. 

A. diagnose    B. identify   C. manipulate   D. transmit 

 

1-5 bcbbd   21-25 baacc   41-45 Xccabc 

6-10 baacc   26-30 acdcd  46-50 dcddb 

11-15 bddbc   31-35 bbdbb  51-55 cdcad 

16-20 abbcd   36-40 abbcd 56-60 bcdcd 

 
 

 


